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Introduction
High-order differential equations have substantial attention, because of their fascinating mathematical structures and properties and they play an important role in the thermal science and mechanical engineering. Fluid-flow, heat transfer, and other related physical phenomena of interest are gained by principles of conservation and are symbolized in terms of differential equations denoting these principles. For instance, fourth-order differential equations are used in the numerical analysis of viscoelastic and inelastic flows, the free vibration analysis of beam structures, deformation of beams and plate deflection theory [1] . A fourth order analogue of it is the Orr-Sommerfield equation explain to great correctness the cross-stream behavior of channel fluid-flow. Moreover, sixth-order differential equations arise in the free vibration analysis of ring structures and astrophysics [2] . Some related applications of high-order differential equations can be found in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In [1] , Noor and Mohyud-Din presented the variation iteration method for solving fourth-order boundary value problems and in [4, 7] they illustrated the homotopy perturbation method for solving fifth-order and sixth-order boundary value problems, respectively. Also in [8] , a Legendre Petrov-Galerkin method was demonstrated for the solution of the fourth-order boundary value problems. In [5, 6] , the numerical solution of fifth-order boundary value problems was presented by using a new cubic B-spline method and a sixth-degree B-spline approximation, respectively. In [2] , El-Gamel et al. applied sinc-Galerkin method for solving sixth-order boundary value problems.
The orthogonal functions and polynomial series are very important field in science and engineering. Block-pulse functions, sine-cosine functions, Legendre, Laguerre, and Chebyshev polynomials are the most commonly utilized among these functions. What makes these functions important is that they permit the undertaking problem to be reduced to system of algebraic equations and the approximation of analytic functions. The problem is solved by truncating series of orthogonal basis functions and utilizing operational matrix and its derivatives.
The operational matrix of derivatives [D] is given: can be uniquely identified on the basis of the specific orthogonal functions [9] [10] [11] . Many papers which are related to the application of operational matrix of derivative can be found in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Wavelet functions have attracted considerable attention in recent years and have made a significant contribution to both applied and theoretical investigations. The most basic feature of wavelets is to be able to analyze according to scale. Especially, wavelets are commonly utilized in signal analysis, time-frequency analysis, electromagnetic field computations, and many other areas. Daubechies, Belkin, Meyer, and Mallat played a very important role in understanding the content of wavelets. There has been a significant increase in the number of studies on wavelets due to their contributions. Moreover, many different types of wavelet functions have been presented over the past few years. Daubechies, Haar, Legendre, Shannon, Hermitian, Chebyshev wavelets are some of them. We prefer to use Legendre wavelets in this paper due to their orthogonality and simplicity. Many applications of Legendre wavelets can be viewed from [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
In this paper, first of all the Legendre wavelets have been introduced. The operational matrix of derivative is then utilized to compute the coefficients of Legendre wavelets by using shifted Legendre polynomials. The operational matrix of Legendre wavelet is generalized in order to solve high-order linear and non-linear multi-point initial and boundary conditions.
Preliminaries and notations
In this section, we give some notations, definitions, and preliminary facts to use in forthcoming sections of this paper.
Wavelets and Legendre wavelets
Many researchers have utilized wavelets for solving mathematical and engineering problems and they have been gaining more prominence recently. Moreover, researchers prefer to use Legendre wavelets due to their clarity and orthonormality.
Wavelets establish a family of functions formulated from dilation parameter a and the translation parameter b change continuously, we have the following family of continuous wavelets: 
is an orthogonal basis for 0 V . Legendre wavelets ( ) ( , , , ) = nm t k n m t ψ ψ have four parameters: n -parameter, k -can be presumed any positive integer, m -the order of shifted Legendre polynomials, and t -the normalized time. They are defined on the interval [0,1] by:
is for orthonormality. Let ( ) m P t denote the shifted Legendre polynomials of order m, then define the ( ) m P t by:
and the orthogonality condition is:
for
Function approximation
Suppose that a function ( ) f t is defined over [0, 1] . Then ( ) f t may be expanded in the terms of Legendre wavelet:
where
nm nm c f t t ψ = in which (.,.) denotes the inner product. Let the infinite series in eq. (5) is truncated, then it can be written:
where C and ( ) t ψ are matrices [15] : 
The operational matrix of derivative Mohammadi and Hosseini [15] derived Legendre wavelets operational matrix in his paper. In this section, the theorem and corollary are just mentioned: Legendre wavelets, then we get:
where [D] is the 2 ( 1)
in which F is an ( 1) 
Corollary 1. If we use eq. (8) then we have operational matrix for n th derivative:
where [D] n is the n th power of matrix [D] . By using the property of the product of two Legendre wavelets vector functions, we have:
where e is a given vector and E is a (2 1) (2 1)
.
Solving high-order linear differential equations
In this section, the Legendre wavelet operational matrix method is implemented to solve n th order linear differential equations. Consider the following equation:
t h t h t u g t t t t t t t
with these initial conditions:
or with these boundary conditions:
( ) 
First we presume that the unknown function ( ) u t is approximated and given:
where C is an unknown vector and ( ) t ψ is the vector given in eq. (2). By utilizing eq. (11) we obtain:
( )
We can also approximate 0 1 ( ), ( ),..., ( ) and ( ) n h t h t h t g t as:
t H t h t H t h t H t g t G t
where vectors 0 1 , ,..., and n H H H G are given by eq. (6). Substituting eqs. (16) and (17) in eq. (13) we obtain:
If we use the product operation matrix of Legendre wavelets (16), then we obtain: ... Also by substituting initial conditions (14) in eqs. (15) and (16) we obtain: We obtain 2 ( 1)
set of linear equations by using eqs. (19) and (20). These linear equations can be solved for unknown coefficients of the vector C. Accordingly ( ) u t which is given in eq. (13) can be computed.
Solving high-order non-linear differential equations
In this section, the Legendre wavelet operational matrix method is implemented for solving n th order non-linear differential equations. Consider the following equation:
with the initial conditions:
or boundary conditions: 
where C is an unknown vector and ( ) t ψ is the vector which given in eq. (2). By utilising eq.
(21) we obtain:
Also by substituting initial conditions (22) in eqs. (15) and (16) we obtain:
To obtain the solution ( ) u t , we first compute eq. (24) at 2 (
n points. For a better result, we utilize the first 2 ( 1)
t . If we use these equations collectively with eq. (25), then we obtain 2 ( 1)
non-linear equations. These non-linear equations can be solved by using Newton's iterative method. Accordingly ( ) u t given in eq. (21) can be computed.
Illustrative examples
In this section, we have presented some examples we have wanted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed technique solving high-order linear and non-linear differential equations. It is shown that the Legedre wavelet operational matrix method yield better results. Using these parameters: subject to these boundary conditions: 
, 
Conclusion
In this study, we have solved higher order differential equations by utilizing Legendre wavelet operational matrix method. The undertaking problem has been reduced to solve a system of algebraic equations. We have also developed a very efficient algorithm to solve n th -order initial and boundary value problems with the proposed method on the MAPLE computer algebra system. All of the previous numerical results and graphical representations have been prepared by using MAPLE. These results show that the Legendre wavelet operational matrix method is an efficient mathematical tool for finding the numerical solutions of differential equation.
